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AirBuzz One  1 month ago 
    

I noticed something similar on one of my own drone footage from a lake in Norway. If you look closely after 6-7 seconds a white fast
moving thing is moving from the top of the screen to back. Any explanations? Here is the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ucxl6UNc9cs

\u0141ukasz Tokarski  1 month ago 
    

That might be just some �y or dragon�y. I believe in UFO and everything but comon...

kolo poland  2 months ago 
    

WOW!

Androidyours  2 months ago 
    

here is mine- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQWdYGkEp-I

romanwawa  2 months ago 
    

BIRD SHIT !!!!!!!!!!!

Bj\u00f8rn Halvor Enciso Kvilhaug  2 months ago 
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Vel, det var ikke akkurat noen UFO. :-(

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
As long as no one identify what it is it's an Unidenti�ed Flying Object!!!

Videos for Others by J  2 months ago

   
Correct

mitttube  2 months ago 
    

Jesper have u �lmed or planning to �lm/go to Hessdalen?? Let me know as I would love to tag along! :)

Skywatch International  2 months ago 
    

Great footage Jesper. Please may I share this ? and I\u2019ll post links back to you.

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
Sure :)

Skywatch International  2 months ago

   
Jesper Adolfsson Thanks.

Robin OnTheMesa  2 months ago 
    

Great catch!!

homeruniverse  2 months ago 
    

Jesper, what drone model did you use? This is important to know, because di�erent models use di�erent optical sensors and have
di�erent shutter times, which are responsible for the smear e�ect we see when an object moves across the image very quickly, as
can be seen in your example. For instance, surprisingly, a DJI Phantom 3 or 4 performs better than a DJI Mavic in this regard.

Gus Edgar.  2 months ago 
    

Very interesting Mr Adolfsson, a thousand thanks for uploading the footage. 
Linked from ST10.

jprolls rolls  2 months ago 
1     
Excellent Jesper. If you send your drone up at night in areas where there are no streetlights like here, they are easier to spot but
then people say they are shooting stars - though incredibly low ones! And there is another at 0.56 in the middle of the screen. Look
for the �ash. Some call these Phenomena 4.

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
Thanks :) I don't either think this is a shooting star because it looks like it is coming from below and going up because it gets
longer in frame 2 and 3. I know there is another one.
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Daniel Rowse  2 months ago 
    

Nice shot keep it up!

Elso Papo  2 months ago 
    

a bug �ying near the camera

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

1    
Elso Papo I thought about that too but then why is the length of the light changing so fast. If it was a bug how could it get so
close to the camera in only three frames. That's less than 1/20 of a second and I was �ying at the same altitude all the time.

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
Elso Papo I thought about that too but then why is the length of the light changing so fast. If it was a bug how could it get so
close to the camera in only three frames. That's less than 1/20 of a second and I was �ying at the same altitude all the time.

Nullik  2 months ago

   
Elso Papo no way that is a bug or any animal, moves way too fast.

William Sanders  2 months ago 
3     
0. 56 I see another one

jprolls rolls  2 months ago

2    
You did. Blink and most miss it. Well done!

homeruniverse  2 months ago

   
Where exactly?

Whoever Whatever  2 months ago 
1     
What a treat! Thank you Jesper for sharing this remarkably gorgeous landscape with us! I live in a really �at and extra hot section of
Georgia \ud83c\uddfa\ud83c\uddf8 - I\u2019m envious of your altitude & waterfalls (but not your time traveling orbs\ud83d\ude0cI
prefer to view them on your channel \ud83d\ude06)  
God Bless!!

Vukan Simic  2 months ago 
3     
Amazing vid, excellent catch!

homeruniverse  2 months ago 
    

Very nice catch. Thanks. This is a globally common phenomenon without any good answer yet. Find a playlist of other cases:
youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiS3hVriaxLmMKIpQTpTT7NV615ChHoDt
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Oni maru  2 months ago 
5     
Nice catch and in high de�nition for the skeptics xD

Thai Tastic  2 months ago

   
I have the same but wished i �lmed at 120 fps

UFOmania - The truth is out there  2 months ago 
    

Fantastic discovery! 
We request authorization to use your video on our youtube channel. 
We'll credit your channel for the discovery and link to your video. You accept? 
Thank you

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
Sure, do you want the original video too?

UFOmania - The truth is out there  2 months ago

   
Ok, would be nice. my email davidufomania@gmail.com Thanks ;)

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
Ok, I only have access to mobile internet right now so I will send it to you when I have normal access. You made my video a bit
cooler by your editing :) Do you have any idea what it could be? Didn't even know it was called a fastwalker.

Secureteam Research  2 months ago 
    

Hi, I am a researcher for the Secureteam UFO channel, and I wanted to know if it would be alright for us to analyze and share this
video with our viewers. All credit to you of course and we'll link back. thanks!

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

   
Sure you can have it. Do you want the original video?

Albin Frost  2 months ago 
    

Obviously fake

Jesper Adolfsson  2 months ago

6    
Stupid son saying his father's UFO video is fake. It's not and anyone can have the original �le and check. No more borrowing the
drone for you my son !!!!!

LordLatt  2 months ago

3    
its not fake. crazy how small the human mind is. How it has a hard time believing anything it cant understand, but will pray to a
god they never seen or spoke to.....poor human race. good footage!!!

homeruniverse  2 months ago

   
Albin, what exactly make you believe it is fake?
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